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Greetings, fans and members of the Columbia Bands!
Columbia Bands, Inc. is providing tons of great music for you this
summer! You'll notice that on June 7, the jazz band begins a
concert in Catonsville mere minutes after the concert band ends
their Montgomery Village performance. Unfortunately, these venues
are way more than 15 minutes apart, so unless you happen to have
your own time-traveling DeLorean, you probably won't be able to
enjoy both in their entirety.
Flute Cocktail played an excellent year-end concert and is now
finished for the season, but we're already starting to line up some
fantastic music for the Fall and Winter. Stay tuned!
Other features below include how to be a "cheapskate" composer,
the latest elected personnel on our Executive Board, and of course
some cool trivia.
Please also remember that the members of Columbia Bands, Inc.
value you feedback, so feel free to contact us any time with
comments, questions, or suggestions.
Sincerely,
Len Morse
Coda Connections Editor

Performance Calendar
(Local public performances only)
June:
Sun, 6/7, 5:00-5:45, Concert Band at Bowie Music Pavilion, Montgomery Village, MD
Sun, 6/7, 6:00-8:00, Jazz Band at Lurman Woodland Theatre, Catonsville, MD
Sun, 6/14, 1:15-2:30, Jazz Band at Columbia Lakefront Stage, Columbia, MD
August:
Sat, 8/8, 6:00-8:00, Concert Band at Lurman Woodland Theatre, Catonsville, MD
Wed, 8/12, 7:30-9:30, Jazz Band Columbia Lakefront Stage, Columbia, MD

That Cheapskate Composer Guy!
by Rick Hirsch, composer/arranger,
adapted by Pete BarenBregge (Jazz Band Director)

(Editor's Note: Although the following article targets jazz teachers and listeners, the basic
concepts apply to all styles of music.)
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~ ~
"Where do you get your inspiration to write music?" I get that question all the time, and I'm still not
sure how to answer it. There is no divine force that hands me complete tunes out of thin air...or even
gives me a great 16-bar melody. Yet I manage to produce new music.
Why? It's because I'm a cheapskate composer.
You see, I don't like to write any more notes than necessary. When I uncover a little melodicrhythmic motif with good bones I will see how much music I can squeeze out of it. I'll sequence it,
truncate it, transpose it to a different modality, invert it, slice it, dice it, you-name-it. And then I'll sift
through these ideas to see what I'm inspired to glue together into a larger statement.
To provide an example, my jazz ensemble piece Chili Today, Hot Tamale illustrates this concept
well. Without looking at the score and using your mind's eye, the primary 16-bar melody is a 4measure motif followed by three variations. A fourth variation appears as a countermelody later on.
And a truncated version is used as a background figure behind soloists. In addition to saving me
the trouble of having to come up with a bunch of new material, this sort of motivic construction
unifies and strengthens the composition. And this specificity gives a piece like Chili Today a
distinctive character and personality. You can listen and check it out at alfred.com/downloads!
This process of motivic development is nothing new. Think about the opening to Beethoven's Fifth
Symphony, arguably the paragon of compositional thrift. Or check out Oliver Nelson's tenor solo on
"Stolen Moments," a brilliant improvisation in which he spins out chorus after chorus of motivic
variation. And then there is "Hip Song" by Thelonious Monk, an excellent example of thrift by a
supreme musical tightwad.
Share this concept with your students. Have them discover that the music they play is made from
small building blocks. Ask them to point out passages in their parts that are-or aren't-related to the
main theme. Have fun discovering your favorite musical cheapskates.

Fun Stuff
Celebrity Birthday: Stephen Collins Foster (July 4, 1826 - January 13,
1864); Born in Pittsburgh, Foster was the youngest of ten children. As a
teenager he was influenced by two men - one was a classically trained
musician and the other was a circus clown and blackface performer. He
published many of his greatest works while in his twenties, songs such
as Oh, Susanna, Camptown Races, Swanee River, and Jeannie With
the Light Brown Hair (which was written for his wife, Jane). Though most
of his songs are about the South, he rarely spent any time there.

Happiness (Japan)

Quarterly Word: "Unfinished Symphony" - Symphony No. 8, written by Franz Schubert in 1822,
only contains two movements. It is dedicated to the Graz Music Society in Graz, Austria, and was
likely unfinished due to Schubert focusing on completing his many other works. His Symphony No.
7 was also unfinished, but No. 8 is the only work that includes "unfinished" in the title.
Quarterly Quote: "Without music, life would be a mistake." ~ Friedrich Nietzsche

Official CB Positions
Elected Officers
Outgoing
President - John Messinger
Vice President - Harold West
Secretary - Kim Drake
Treasurer - Jeanette Donald

Incoming (as of July 1)
President - Kim Drake
Vice President - Al Ingalls
Secretary - Jackie Bryant
Treasurer - Kathy Bartolomeo
Members-at-Large
David Blackman, Bob Frantz, Chris Roscoe, Kathleen Shoemaker, Jim Wesloh, Harold West
Ex-Officio Music Directors
CCB - Mike Blackman
CJB - Pete BarenBregge
FC - Len Morse
Ex-Officio Ensemble Managers
CCB - Chris Roscoe
CJB - Bob Frantz
FC - Jeanette Donald
====================
Appointees and Volunteers
Accountant - David Weisenfreund, CPA
CBI/CCB Webmaster - Len Morse
CCB Equipment Manager - Len Morse
CCB Librarian - Karissa Strawley
CCB Personnel Manager - Michelle Sobel
CCB Program Editor - Jeanette Donald
CJB Librarian - Bob Frantz
CJB Tour Manager - Randy Malm
CJB Sound System Managers - Mark Morris, Megan Zontek
CJB Webmaster - Matt Williams
Facebook Fan Page Moderator - Katy Clemens
Fundraising Chair - Harold West
Grant Manager - Jeanette Donald
Graphic Artist - Corey Holland
HCAC Liaison - Vacant
Historian - Melinda Frisch
Insurance Liaison - Kim Drake
MASCB Manager - Jeanette Donald
Poster & Flier Manager - Jim Kaiser

